
Wheelchair safety

1.  Always make sure brakes are locked before the patient tries  
to get into or out of wheelchair.

2.  Foot plates flip up and also will swing away from chair.   This 
makes it safer and easier to get into and out of the wheelchair.

3. If the doctor orders leg rests, these will raise one or both legs  
to the height prescribed (most often given in degrees).  Leg  
rests also swing away and detach.  It is easier to transport  
a wheelchair with foot plates and leg rests removed.

4.  If the doctor orders arms that detach, these can be removed 
to make it easier for the patient to get from the wheelchair  
to another chair or a bed.

5.  Fold wheelchair by grasping seat at front and rear  
and lifting up.

6.  For safety in reclining wheelchairs, lock wheels once the 
patient is in the position you want.

7. Once a month:

•  Check spokes to make sure they are OK.

•  Check seat and back to see  
if they are torn.

•  Lock wheels when chair  
is empty.  Try to move  
chair with wheel locks  
on.  If wheelchair  
moves, the locks need  
to be tightened.  

•  Raise and lower  
leg rests to make  
sure they move freely.
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Transfer from wheelchair to toilet

If the patient’s legs can support his body weight, here’s how  
you can help him move from a wheelchair to a toilet. 

 1. Wash and dry your hands well. Or you may  
use a waterless alcohol-based hand rub  
instead.  Tell the patient what you are  
going to do.

 2. Place wheelchair next to toilet on his  
stronger side, if possible.

 3. Lock the wheelchair, move footrests  
out of the way, and put a thick sturdy  
belt around his waist.  Ask your nurse  
or physical therapist (PT) about one.

 4. If needed, help him loosen clothes.  

 5. Have him sit with his feet  
slightly apart, lean forward  
a little, and place his hands 
 on armrests.  On the count  
of three, have him push up  
to standing position.  You  
can grab hold of the belt to  
help him stand up.  

 6. While he is holding on to  
grab bar(s), either he or you  
can drop his pants.  Then you  
can help lower him down to  
toilet seat while he continues  
to hold grab bar(s). 
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 7. Make sure toilet paper is nearby.  If needed,  
put on gloves, and help him clean himself.

 8. Give him privacy, but ask if he needs help.   
Don’t go far away.

 9. When he is finished, help get him  
back to the wheelchair, the same  
way you helped before.  Wash and  
dry his (and your) hands, or use  
a waterless alcohol-based  
hand rub. 

 10. If you are keeping up with his  
intake and output, write down  
the time and whether he had  
a bowel movement or  
urinated.  Ask your  
nurse for a form  
to do this.
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Lift chair safety

Seat-lift chairs help people sit down or get to a  
standing position.

Put chair in an upright position before the patient  
sits down.  Help him sit.  Then using hand control, push 
“down” button to lower chair to the level he wants.

To stand from chair, push the “up” button, stopping  
as needed to get stable and to be sure feet are firmly on the 
ground.  If the patient uses a walker or cane, be sure this is 
within easy reach once he gets to an upright position.
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